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The Biomechanics of Power Golf: Revolutionizing Golf Performance
Dr. Gideon Ariel, a renowned sports scientist, has developed a groundbreaking program that utilizes a $5-million
software to analyze and improve golf swings. The program, called The Biomechanics of Power Golf, reveals the
precise mechanics behind successful and unsuccessful golf swings, allowing golfers to optimize their
performance.

Dr. Ariel's research has been instrumental in improving the performance of many athletes, including Jack
Nicklaus, Jimmy Connors, and the US Women's Volleyball team. His program is now being used by Olympic
Committees worldwide, with athletes paying up to $10,000 a day for his expertise.

The Biomechanics of Power Golf includes a 60-minute video, two audio tapes, and an illustrated manual. The
program is available for a 30-day risk-free trial (excluding shipping and handling) for $88 plus $3 for postage and
handling.

For more information or to order, call 1.800.633.2252, extension 4404, or send payment to Acorn Sports, Inc. POB
5977 Columbia SC 29250. The program is available in VHS, Beta, PAL, and SECAM formats.
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